Accounting trends in a
borderless world
Including analysis from a global survey of over 5,000 senior finance
and senior non-finance professionals, this report assesses the latest
trends facing the profession, comparing east and west, and highlights
the challenges facing accountants the world over.
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Accounting trends in a borderless world
Entering into the 21st Century, financial professionals saw the emphasis of their responsibilities shift
from recording various aspects of a corporation’s financial health to joining top executives in a broad
based partnership, a trend accelerated by the 2008 financial crisis. New global research by CIMA, in
co-operation with the UK’s University of Bath, shows that momentum towards positions of greater
responsibility is likely to continue for accountants the world over, although the extent of change may
differ by geography.
Anecdotal evidence of such a shift abounds. Speaking to CFO Europe, Fazal Chaudhri, Group Financial
Director at Exelco, a Belgian diamond concern, said the crisis has done his job profile ‘a favour.’ 1 Where
once local managers would wait for him to approach them about performance, Mr Chaudhri now fields
calls from throughout the organisation seeking strategic advice. Similar stories echo in corporate
hallways from Beijing to Boston to Birmingham.
Meanwhile, the emergence of distinct business models, a trend pushed by globalisation and the
economic rise of Asia, is also forcing financial professionals to re-examine their roles. Chinese and
Indian companies in particular have gained global prominence while following their own rules and
customs of governance and relationships, bringing into question whether there are universal ‘best
practices’ that should be adopted – or at least adapted – by corporations with similar economic
aspirations. Companies that are predominately state-owned or -controlled and executives who place
significant weight on personal relationships are among the major differences seen in the east that
financial professionals must address while pursuing their objectives.
But giving texture to these trends has been difficult. CIMA and the University of Bath earlier this
year conducted a global survey to help complete the picture. The online survey reached out to CIMA
members and non-members in countries across the globe. In total 5,426 people responded to the
survey, with significant participation from those in manufacturing, financial services, and wholesale
and retail trades. In addition, about a quarter of the respondents described their roles as senior financial
positions. Of the total responses, 3,891 people were included in our comparison of east and west.
While more analysis remains to be done, initial findings suggest a movement towards roles that add
value beyond traditional financial recording and reporting. Looking ahead, finance professionals see
the need to encourage these trends, both for career progression and personal job satisfaction. But
whereas the trend towards value-added roles for the finance function is apparent worldwide, there
is a gap between the extent to which finance professionals in the east and west are heading in that
direction. The west is moving ahead of the east, the survey suggests, possibly as a result of differing
starting positions, organisational structures, the mix of manufacturing and service industries and
cultural climates.
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Fazal Chaudhri, Group FD at Exelco, in: CFO Europe, April 2009, pp. 13–14.
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Trends and convergence
Stereotypical accountants – depicted tirelessly in literature and cinema – hunch lifelessly over
their desks adding and subtracting endless columns of numbers. It is a dismal job held by nameless,
glassy‑eyed hordes. While these fictional portrayals were never accurate, the focus on numbers
carries more than a grain of truth. Traditionally, accountants kept the books and assured that statutory
requirements were met. Even as the role became more complex with innovative organisational models,
a proliferation of regulations, and a glut of new financial instruments, the focus on the books remained.
Or so has been the perception.
This picture has indeed been changing over the past decades. Prodded by a rush of mergers and
acquisitions and financial restructuring, organisations recognised the extra value financial professionals
could offer in strategic decisions, risk analysis and other essential areas. Indeed, a 2002 McKinsey
Quarterly report cautioned that the value of ‘a more traditional role [for financial chiefs] has lapsed
into neglect.’ 2 The global economic crisis hastened this change by focusing attention on the need for
corporations to bring more professionals who understand risk and finance into high-level strategic
conversations. As an example of the overall shift, CFOs are more likely today to take the corporate
reins as CEO than ever before. Earlier this year, Hewlett-Packard’s CFO, Cathie Lesjak, was named
interim CEO following Mark Hurd’s unexpected departure.
In a later article, McKinsey reported on a 2009 survey and said, ‘Respondents note a marked increase
[following the financial crisis] in the amount of time CFOs are spending in areas that are critically
important during a crisis – particularly, financial planning and analysis, financial risk management,
strategic planning, and credit decisions.’ 3 More than half the respondents to the McKinsey survey,
CFOs and other financial executives, told the consultancy they were spending more time in financial
planning and analysis, financial risk management, strategic planning and credit decisions after the
crisis than before.
Giving more evidence to this shift, the CIMA study looked at the roles undertaken by a broader range
of financial professionals in all geographies. The roles ranged from traditional number crunchers to
partners in strategy and can be categorised as follows:

• accounting operations: transaction processing, accounts payable and receivable, and internal
financial reports

• external reporting: statutory reporting, corporate finance, treasury and financial risk, and
regulation, including internal audits, compliance with regulatory requirements, and taxes

• management accounting: preparing and interpreting management accounting information, such
as forecasting, budgeting, costing and reporting on variances, as well as cash flow management

• management support: identifying and analysing strategic options, decision support, designing and
tracking key personnel indicators, benchmarking, strategic management accounting, and business
risk management

• management information systems: developing, implementing and maintaining management
information systems

• other: staff management, training, administration, and other miscellaneous activities.
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As the roles progress from accounting operations to management support, the amount of value added
to the organisation and the contribution made by management accountants generally increases. Roles
in management information systems work across the others, supporting these functions.
At the same time, we analysed the results of our survey geographically, in particular looking for
differences in how the roles of financial professionals are evolving in the east and west. In our study,
we defined west as primarily Anglo-Saxon markets – Australia, New Zealand, North America and the
United Kingdom (respondents from continental Europe were a small part of the overall survey pool) –
and east as geographically Asia. Altogether, the east/west analysis encompassed 3,891 of the 5,426
responses to the survey.
The economic growth of Asia, especially China and India, is having a significant influence on how
financial roles at global corporations are changing. For the bulk of the modern economic era, best
practices at international firms were defined by western corporations, which shared similar cultures,
objectives and lifecycles. These were the companies that powered the global economy for decades,
usually tapping into developing economies only for raw materials and, more recently, labour. Post-war
Japan was an exception, moving from basic manufacturing to higher value electronics and automobiles
by the end of the 20 th Century, and paving the way for the ‘Asian Tigers.’ But it was the phenomenal
growth of China from the 1990s onwards, and India’s emergence as a global business technology centre
at about the same time, that triggered a noticeable shift in the global economy’s centre of gravity.
Business models used in emerging Asia and traditional western markets were at odds. In the west,
transparency was the keystone, providing clear rules and disclosures for how business should be
conducted, and shareholder value maximisation became the universal mantra. With few exceptions,
the largest and best corporations were privately held and usually the bulk of their stock was traded on
stock exchanges. Meanwhile, in emerging Asia the powerful corporations were generally less transparent,
governance systems were murkier, and decisions at all levels often influenced by personal relationships.
State-owned or -controlled companies are still more common in Asia than in the west, meaning
governments are direct stakeholders in many of the best known Asian companies. Today, two of the
world’s three largest banks are from China, both with strong links to the government.
With the global flow of capital and increased competition on global markets between companies in
the east and west, these differences create tensions, particularly in financial functions where they
must be reconciled to complete business transactions and smooth other interactions, especially where
governments are meddling in the business. The open question has been whether these models will
converge around the western model, remain separate, or meld into some blend of the two.

From numbers to strategies
In June 2010, the survey conducted by CIMA and the University of Bath showed that financial
professionals around the world are embracing the increased responsibilities that come with a more
strategic role. Generally, they view this shift as necessary for both career progression and personal job
satisfaction. While the respondents saw obstacles slowing this change, these obstacles were deemed
manageable. Similar trends were seen in all geographies, although the inertia favouring more
traditional accounting functions appeared strongest in the east.
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What accountants are doing, want to be doing, should be doing
Responses to our survey indicate that financial professionals are dividing their time among a variety
of responsibilities (Exhibit 1). From the overall respondent pool, management accounting (forecasting,
budgeting, cash flow management and other responsibilities) and accounting operations (traditional
tasks such as internal financial reports and transaction processing) together account for almost half
the time spent by respondents on the job, 22% and 20%, respectively. Management support (strategic
counsel and risk management, for example) follows closely at 18%. Part of this balance is a result of
the financial crisis. See ‘The impact of the financial crisis’ on pages 12–13.
Exhibit 1: How we spend our time today
Time reported on various roles, percentages
INCREASING VALUE

18.3
Management support

19.6
16.9
22.4

Management accounting

24.2
18.4
11.9

External reporting

10.5
15.2
11.5
10.7

Management
information systems

13.2
20.4

Accounting operations

19.1
24.8
15.5
16.0

Other
11.5
0%

5%

All respondents

10%

West

15%

20%

25%

30%

East

Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
However, the survey showed a divide between how financial professionals in the east and west spend
their working hours. In the east, accounting operations take up the greatest portion of their time (25%),
while in the west the balance shifts to management accounting as their biggest role (24%), on average.
Time spent for management support is similar between the two groups (17% and 20%), although the
accountants in the west report a greater focus here as part of their portfolio of roles. Also interestingly,
respondents in the east spend nearly half again as much time on external reporting duties (15%) than
those in the west (11%), while those in the west spend more time (16%) on miscellaneous tasks (staff
management and training, for instance) than their counterparts in the east (12%).
Overall, the survey results show that financial professionals in the west already focus a greater portion
of their time on roles that add more value compared to those in the east (Exhibit 2). Asked how they
believe they should be spending their time to promote career progression, both groups expressed
the need to move in the direction of management support and away from accounting operations
(Exhibit 3). But while the direction of movement indicated is the same, the west continues to be
stronger than the east in their desire for value-added roles. This could be the result of different
starting positions, but culture and structural differences are also likely factors.
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Exhibit 2: West more focused on value-added roles
Current time reported on various roles, percentages
External reporting
30%
25%
20%
Management accounting

Accounting operations

15%
10%
5%
0%

Management
information systems

Management support

Other

West

East

Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
Exhibit 3: Both east and west moving toward value adding roles
Time needed on various roles for career progression, percentages
External reporting
30%
25%
20%
Management accounting

Accounting operations

15%
10%
5%
0%

Management
information systems

Management support

Other

West

East

Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
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The respondents were also asked how they would prefer to spend their working time, and the gaps
between the responses from the east and west tell an interesting story (Exhibit 4). In all geographies,
financial professionals would rather be spending less time on routine accounting operations, and more
on management support. However, respondents in the west were especially eager to shift to greater
management support responsibilities, perhaps because they are in general already performing more
value-added duties. This is also suggested by results that show respondents in the east feel they spend
too little time on management accounting activities (preparing and interpreting information, including
forecasting and budgeting, and cash flow management), while those in the west feel they spend too much.
Exhibit 4: How we’d rather spend our time

INCREASING VALUE

Difference between preferred activities and current activities, percentage points
8.5

Management support

4.8
-1.5

Management accounting

1.9
-1.4
-1.1

External reporting
Management
information systems

0.8
0.6
-6.4

Accounting operations

-5.5
0

Other

-0.6

-10%

-5%

0%

TOO MUCH

5%

10%

TOO LITTLE

West
East
Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
The gap in responses to how they should spend their time to promote career progression is also
informative (Exhibit 5). Respondents in the east and west agree that they spend too much time
on accounting operations and too little on management support. Those in the west saw a shift
to management support more vital to the future than those in the east, where a move towards
management accounting was more pressing.
Exhibit 5: How we should spend our time

INCREASING VALUE

Difference between activities needed for career progression and
current activities, percentage points
6.7

Management support

3.5
-2.0

Management accounting

1.0
-0.2

External reporting

0.1

Management
information systems

0.1
0.4
-4.4

Accounting operations

-3.8
-0.2
-1.1

Other
-5%

0%

TOO MUCH

5%

TOO LITTLE

West
East
Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
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10%

These results underscore that there remains significant pressure for financial professionals to move into
roles that add more value to their organisations and broaden their responsibilities beyond traditional
accounting tasks. Fortunately, there is general alignment between how management accountants
believe they should divide their working hours for career progression and how
Respondents in both the east and west
they would prefer to allot their time. Such harmony bodes well for job
satisfaction moving forward. A notable exception: respondents in both the
would like to shed some of their external
east and west would like to shed some of their external reporting duties
reporting duties, but neither group thinks
(Exhibit 4), but neither group thinks that would help their career (Exhibit 5).

‘ ’
that would help their career.

Expectations for finance

Interestingly, when asked how employee hours were spent within the finance function of their
organisations, respondents reported a much greater emphasis on accounting operations than they
did when asked how they spend their own time (Exhibit 6). The difference is likely the result of the
numbers of non-accountants working in the finance function, such as clerks and administrators, who
focus on traditional accounting operations. Responses on employee hours from financial professionals
in the east and west were similar. Still, the west put more manpower generally against accounting
operations, and the east placed more against external reporting.
Exhibit 6: Labour within finance

INCREASING VALUE

FTEs within the finance function, percentages
13.3
13.2
13.5

Management support

16.8
17.2
15.7

Management accounting
12.8
11.9

External reporting

15.3
11.1
9.9

Management
information systems

14.1
38.9

Accounting operations

40.9
34.0
7.1
6.9
7.5

Other
0%

5%

10%

All respondents

15%

West

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

East

Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
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The differences became much more evident when respondents were asked how they expected the
allocation of full-time equivalents to change over the next five to ten years (Exhibit 7). Western
respondents were far more likely to expect little change in FTEs, even as about a third anticipated gains
in management accounting and management support. In the east, however, financial professionals
expected a greater increase in staffing across the board within the finance function. More than half the
respondents expected an increase within the next decade in people active in management accounting,
management support, and management information systems.
Exhibit 7: Expected changes within finance
Changes in FTEs expected in the finance function over the next five to ten years, percentages
West
Management support

6.7

56.1

Management accounting

12.4

External reporting

37.2
58.4

29.2

13.0

Management information systems

73.6

10.6

68.8

Accounting operations

24.8

Other
0%

20.6

56.7

14.0

18.4
73.3

20%

decrease

no change

40%

60%

80%

13.5

12.7
100%

increase

East
Management support

10.9

Management accounting

8.4

External reporting

34.9

54.3

37.1

54.5

10.7

Management information systems

55.4

7.5

Accounting operations

24.0

Other

33.9

42.0

50.6
36.1

15.3

0%

39.9
50.8

20%

decrease

no change

40%

60%

33.9
80%

100%

increase

Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
The differences in expectations could reflect greater optimism in the east about mid-term corporate
growth potential. Many companies in Asia have only recently entered global markets and believe
there is tremendous untapped potential if they can successfully combine less expensive labour and
product innovation. In addition, many observers expect domestic markets in China and India to
become more lucrative, particularly as the fortunes and consumption habits of the middle-class
in these countries expand.
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Obstacles
The survey also explored how financial professionals view roles that are more integrated within their
organisations and that include responsibilities beyond accounting operations. The results describe the
perceived obstacles they face as they work to develop broader roles.

‘ ’
Respondents in the east feel they
spend too little time on management
accountancy activities (...budgeting and
cashflow management), while those in
the west feel they spend too much.

In general, the respondents recognised obstacles ranging from the increased
pressure of added responsibilities to concerns about their own objectivity,
but they felt these barriers were not especially troublesome, with a ‘3’ on the
scale representing a neutral response (Exhibit 8). Financial professionals in
the east and west ranked these obstacles in the same order, although those
in the east gave each slightly greater weight.
Exhibit 8: Obstacles to overcome

Views concerning accountants with integrated roles, extent of agreement
3.37

Under increased pressure

3.62

3.14

Seen as less objective

3.57

3.02

Insufficient recognition

3.54

2.95

Feel less rewarded

3.33

2.81

Feel less objective

3.31

2.70

Cannot be objective

3.29

1:
Strongly
disagree

West

2:
Disagree

3:
Neutral

4:
Agree

5:
Strongly
agree

East

Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
The greatest differences between responses from east and west focused on statements centred on an
accountant’s objectivity and amount of recognition (Exhibit 9). This could perhaps be traced back to
the greater importance placed on personal relationships in the east.
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Exhibit 9: Perception gaps
Difference between east, west reactions to obstacles
1

0.59

0.5
0.38

0.5

0.52

Feel less
objective

Insufficient
recognition

0.43

0.25
0

Under
increased
pressure

Feel less
rewarded

Seen as less
objective

Cannot be
objective

Gap
Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010

Role clearly expanding
The CIMA global survey shows
that the
role played by financial professionals is evolving into
Perception
gaps
activities that directly guide and support an organisation’s strategic direction. Financial professionals
see responsibilities that add increased value to a corporation as personally satisfying and important
to career progression, creating a strong push to continue the current momentum. And in a borderless
global economy, where capital and professional labour flow relatively smoothly from one market to
the next, there are many similarities between accounting activities in the east and west, with
respondents in both groups reporting momentum in the same direction.
At the same time, however, the survey located subtle differences between the two geographies.
Although moving in the same direction, financial professionals in the west appear to have already
become more focused on roles of greater value-added than those in the east. More research is needed
to pinpoint the reasons for this difference. Contributing factors are likely to be complex, and varied.
The destination seems clear, but perhaps the momentum, starting points, or both, are different?
The separate speeds may also be linked to differing stages of economic and market development,
differences in the importance placed on caution and continuity, or (most likely) a combination of these
factors. Structural and ownership differences could place more emphasis on recording and reporting
than disclosing and informing in the east, and cultural and educational environments could account for
different aspirations, such as with respect to career progression and recognition. In addition, traditional
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accounting operations were tailored for manufacturing industries, and as markets shifted
their emphasis to service industries and intangibles, a broader range of accounting and financial
skills were required. Although there is movement toward services and brands, economies in
the east in general remain more dependent on manufacturing, which may
help explain the continued focus on accounting operations. But there is a
But there is a limit to how far the
limit to how far the profession can – and should – shift. At some point, the
profession can – and should – shift.
momentum in the west will be slowed by these limitations. If the momentum
At some point, the momentum in
in the east continues unabated, greater convergence may happen.

‘ ’

While the nature of an accountant’s task may gradually converge globally, the
details will likely remain distinct. A finance professional sitting in an office in
London faces a much different cultural and institutional environment than a
counterpart in Shanghai. Reporting requirements, ownership models, and the
mix of stakeholders, for example, will continue to force a separate approach
to similar problems. Such separate approaches will have to somehow co-exist, and
financial professionals will have to find practical ways to engage with one another.

the west will be slowed by these
limitations. If the momentum in
the east continues unabated,
greater convergence may happen.

The results of our survey also underscore the need for financial professionals to remain true to
the traditional duties of accounting operations – transactions, internal reporting, account processing
and the like. Even as they are asked to do more things well, the fundamentals of accounting will
remain vitally important and will underpin all other activities at every level of an organisation.

Conclusion

Keeping the numbers in order no longer spans the entire extent of an accountant’s reach. As the global
crisis has shown with no uncertainty, major corporations need financial professionals who understand
risk management, cash flow, financial instruments and other complex functions and can offer strategic
guidance to top executives and, indeed, to enter boardrooms as peers. Our survey has shown the
profession is continuing to evolve in that direction, albeit with regional nuances. Those who continue
to embrace old skills exclusively will likely be left behind. Those who embrace their expanding roles
and responsibilities with competence and integrity will be in demand. But as they become ever more
closely connected with the business, they must also ensure to not become subservient to it.
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The impact of the financial crisis
The global financial crisis triggered a distinct shift in emphasis for financial professionals around
the world. In all geographies, respondents to our survey reported a sharper focus on management
controls (Exhibits 10 and 11). In east and west, the five most commonly implemented responses to
the crisis centred on cost controls and increased reporting on business performance against budget
and of cash flow and cash position.
Exhibit 10: West’s response to financial crisis
Measures taken in the west since start of global financial crisis, percentages
More emphasis: cost control

12.4

More detailed reports (performance against budget)

15.5

72.1

26.3

More frequent reports (cash flow, position)

17.3

28.8

More frequent reports (performance against budget)

30.1

More detailed reports (cash flow, position)

28.9

More scrutiny on capital projects

55.5

15.4

54.5

17.1

54.1

26.3

More emphasis: customers, products

56.4

15.7

23.8

28.1

More frequent reports (debtor, creditor ageing)

37.7

Supporting refocus on core activities

37.6

Improved transaction processing

48.0

16.7

29.8

More detailed reports (debtor, creditor ageing)
31.1

Closer collaboration within organisation

49.9

23.9

25.9

44.3

18.3

44.1

26.2

32.6

Increased focus: leading indicators

29.6

Increased external benchmarking

45.6

42.7

27.7

39.7

30.8

39.6

39.3

Reduced recruitment in finance

28.7
48.2

Other changes

52.9

More training for finance staff
20%

no action

40%

under consideration

22.4

24.5
60%

80%

implemented

Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
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30.7
24.7

56.3

0%

32.0

21.2

19.2
100%

Exhibit 11: East’s response to financial crisis
Measures taken in the east since start of global financial crisis, percentages
More emphasis: cost control

6.4

More frequent reports (cash flow, position)

29.5

10.0

64.1

26.1

63.9

More frequent reports (performance against budget)

9.0

More detailed reports (performance against budget)

10.7

32.7

56.6

More detailed reports (cash flow, position)

10.9

32.7

56.4

More frequent reports (debtor, creditor ageing)

32.7

12.6

More emphasis: customers, products

34.2

10.3

Improved transaction processing

58.3

37.4

12.0

More scrutiny on capital projects

13.5

Supporting refocus on core activities

12.0

More detailed reports (debtor, creditor ageing)

14.5

Closer collaboration within organisation

12.4

Increased focus: leading indicators

12.2

Increased external benchmarking

53.2
52.4

38.2

49.8

37.2

49.4

39.7

48.3

37.2

48.3

40.4

47.2

43.4
18.2

More training for finance staff

44.4
42.3

22.0

39.5

39.7

Reduced recruitment in finance

38.2

30.3

Other changes

37.6

27.4

0%

20%

no action

32.1

42.9
40%

60%

under consideration

29.7
80%

100%

implemented

Source: CIMA/University of Bath Global Survey, 2010
Outward looking responses, such as increased external benchmarking and greater emphasis on
leading indicators, as well as finance staff training, clustered along the bottom of the lists of both
groups. In a positive sign for the profession, both groups also
placedresponse
reduced recruitment of finance
East’s
staff near the bottom of their rankings.
to financial crisis

‘ ’

While the order of the responses was similar between east and west,
the extent of the response was different. In every category but two,
more respondents in the east reported that their companies had already
implemented the various measures, and those that had not were more
likely than their western counterparts to be considering those actions. The
exceptions were an increased emphasis on cost controls, which topped
both lists but were implemented more often in the west, according to our
respondents, and re-examination and closer scrutiny of capital projects,
a mid-ranking measure that was slightly more common in the west.

The rapid response in the east
is somewhat surprising since Asia
was less directly impacted by the
global crisis than developed
economies in the west.

The rapid response in the east is somewhat surprising since Asia was less directly impacted by
the global crisis than developed economies in the west. China and India, for example, witnessed
slower growth, but neither country went into recession and their financial institutions had yet to
start dabbling in exotic debt instruments. For many Asian countries, the primary impact of the
global slowdown has been a loss of export markets. That said, the rapid response in the east perhaps
suggests a healthy vibrancy in the accounting profession, and that momentum is well apace indeed.
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